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, $K$ , $f\in K[X, Y]$ $g>0$ , $\Gamma$ $f$
,
$\Gamma=\{(x, y)\in K\mathrm{x}K|f(x, y)=0\}$
, , $K$ $V$ . $\mathfrak{p}$ $x\in K$
||x|| , $\gamma=(x, y)\in K\cross K$ $||\gamma||_{\mathrm{p}}=\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\{|_{1}^{1}x||_{\mathrm{p}_{\dot{\prime}}}||y||_{\mathfrak{p}}\}$ 2
$\mathfrak{p}_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$\mathfrak{p}_{n}\in V$ $\gamma\in K\mathrm{x}K$ $\mathfrak{p}\in V$
$\mathfrak{p}_{1},$
$\ldots$ ) p $||\gamma^{l}.||_{\mathfrak{p}}\leq 1$ . , $K$
, $\mathfrak{p}_{1}$ Archimedes , $\mathfrak{p}_{2}$ 2p , $\mathfrak{p}_{3}$
3p , $\mathfrak{p}_{1},$ $\mathfrak{p}_{2},$ $\mathfrak{p}_{3}$ $i,$ $j$ ,
$m$ $(. \frac{i}{6^{m}}\dot{/}6^{m}[perp])$ .
1(Siegel-Mahler). $\Gamma$ $\mathfrak{p}_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $\mathfrak{p}_{n}\in V$
. , $V$ @
$\neg\exists^{\geq\alpha}’\gamma:\in\Gamma\forall \mathfrak{p}\in V\backslash @||\gamma\cdot||_{\mathfrak{p}}\leq 1$
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$\epsilon \mathrm{a}$
. $\exists\geq\omega$ , $\gamma\in\Gamma$ .
, $\gamma$ , ( )
, .
A. Robinson P. Roquette , , ,
$\gamma\in\Gamma$
$\exists^{\geq\omega}\gamma\in\Gamma\forall \mathfrak{p}\in V\backslash @||\gamma||_{\mathrm{p}}\leq 1$ $(^{*})$
.
Siegel , Siegel-Mahler @
. , $K$ , Archim edes
.
3 Enlargement





$\mathbb{R}$ $\mathbb{R}\in \mathbb{C}$ .
$\mathbb{C}$ $\mathrm{u}$ 1-4
.
1. $z\in \mathbb{C}$ $z\cap \mathrm{U}=\emptyset$ , $\emptyset\not\in \mathbb{C}$ .
2. $\mathbb{C}\in \mathrm{U}$ .
3. $x\in \mathrm{u}\backslash \mathbb{C}$ $x\subseteq \mathrm{u}$ .
4. $x\in \mathrm{u}\backslash \mathbb{C}$ $\varphi(x)\in \mathrm{u}$ , $T(x)$ $x$ .
$\mathbb{R}\in \mathbb{C}$ 1 . , $\mathbb{C},$ $\mathrm{u}$
.
3 4 , $K,$ $K$ )$\mathrm{e}K$ , F $\mathrm{p}$ , $V$
$\mathrm{u}$ .
$\mathrm{u}arrow \mathrm{I},$ $a\mapsto*a$ Entargement 1, 2 ,
40
1, ( ) $x_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{m}$ $\varphi(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{m})$
$\mathrm{U}\models\varphi(a_{1}, \ldots,a_{m})\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{I}\models\varphi(^{*}a_{1\cdot\cdot\prime},..a_{ln})*$ .
2. $A\in \mathrm{u}\backslash \mathbb{C}$ $\{^{*}x|x\in \mathrm{A}\}\subseteq\{y|\mathrm{I}\models y\in \mathrm{A}*\}$ .
Enlargenlent $\mathrm{U}arrow \mathrm{I}$ , . , $*\mathbb{C}$ $\mathbb{C}$
,
3. $z\in \mathbb{C}$ $*z=z$ , $n\in \mathrm{N}$ I $\models R\subseteq*(\mathbb{C}^{n})$ $R$
$R=\{z|\mathrm{I}\models z\in R\}$ .
, 3 2 $\mathrm{N}\subset*\mathrm{N}\sim$ ,
. $a$ I internal . internal extem$nal$
. internal $a$ standard $a$ $*$ .
standard internal nonstandard .
I “standard ” , $\psi^{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}^{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{t}},$ $\exists^{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}}$
$\mathrm{I}\models\forall^{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}}x\varphi(x)$ “ nonstandard $x$ $\varphi(x)$”,
$\mathrm{I}\models\exists^{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}}x\varphi(x)$
“
$\varphi(x)$ nonstandard $x$ ”
.
Enlargement 2 $A\in \mathrm{u}\backslash \mathbb{C}$ $\mathrm{I}\vdash-x\in*A$
nonstandard $x$ . $B\in \mathrm{u}\backslash \mathbb{C}$ $B$
$\mathrm{I}\models x\in*B$ $x$ stalldard . , .
$\mathrm{u}\models\exists^{\geq\omega}x\varphi(x, a_{1}, \ldots, a_{m})\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{I}\models\exists^{11\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}}x\varphi(x,a_{1_{77}}\ldots a_{m})**$ .
4 Siegel-Mahler
2 $(^{*})$ I . , nonstandard
,
$\mathrm{u}\models\exists \mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\gamma\in\Gamma*\forall \mathfrak{p}\in V*\backslash *@||\gamma’||_{\mathfrak{p}}\leq 1$
. $\gamma$ $||\gamma||_{\mathfrak{p}}$ $\leq$ $*$
, $*1=1$ 1 $*$ .
41
@ $(^{*})$
$\mathrm{I}\models\exists \mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{t}\gamma\in\Gamma*\forall^{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}}.\mathfrak{p}\in V*||\gamma||_{\mathfrak{p}}\leq 1$
. ,
$\mathrm{I}\models\forall \mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\gamma\in\Gamma*\exists^{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}*}\mathfrak{p}\in V||\gamma||_{\mathfrak{p}}>1$ $(^{**})$
, Siegel-Mahler .
$\mathrm{I}\models\gamma=(\gamma_{1}, \gamma_{2})\in*\Gamma$ nonstandard $\gamma$ . I 3
$\gamma\cdot=(\gamma_{1}, \gamma_{2})\in*K\mathrm{x}K*$ ,
$F=K(\gamma_{1}.’\gamma_{2})=\{^{*}\alpha(\gamma_{1\prime}\gamma_{2})|\alpha\in K[X, Y]\}$
, $F$ $K$ $*K$ . $F$ extern] .
$\gamma_{1}^{2},$ $\gamma_{2}^{J}$ nonstandard , $K=\mathbb{C}\cap*K$ $\gamma^{J}$ $*\Gamma$
generic , $\alpha\in K[X, Y]$ $*\alpha(\gamma_{1}^{\gamma}, \gamma_{2})=0$ $f|\alpha$ , . ,
$F$ $*\alpha(\gamma_{1}^{J}, \gamma_{2})/*\beta(-[1, \gamma_{2})$ $K(\Gamma)$ $\frac{\mathrm{o}+(f1}{\beta+(f)}$ , $F$
$K(\Gamma)$ , $\Gamma$ $F/K$ .
, Siegel-M ahler .
2. $K\subseteq F\subseteq*K$ $K$ 1 $F$ $F/K$ $g>0$
,
$\forall x\in F\backslash K\mathrm{I}\models\exists^{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}}\mathfrak{p}\in*V||x||_{\mathfrak{p}}>1$ .
$(^{**})$ . I nonstandard $\gamma^{J}=(\gamma_{1\mathrm{t}}\gamma_{2})$
$F=K(\gamma_{1}, \gamma_{2})$ $F/K$ $g$ $f$
$g>0$ . , 2 . $x$ $\gamma_{1}$ $\gamma_{2}$ I $*K$
$\mathfrak{p}$ $\mathrm{I}\models||x||_{\mathfrak{p}}>1$ . $||(\bullet, \bullet)||_{\mathfrak{p}}$ I[ $\models||\gamma||_{\mathfrak{p}}\geq||x||_{\mathfrak{p}}$
$\mathrm{I}\models||\gamma||_{\mathrm{p}}>1$ , $(^{**})$ ,
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